
Don’t wait to act

When you’re doing business on the road, you can’t be

slowed down by lack of access to your back office

systems. You need current information anytime,

anywhere, along with the power to make decisions

quickly and take action immediately while you’re on the

move. Infor® Motion Road Warrior brings information to

where you and your customers do business—on the

road, at the airport, wherever the opportunity exists.

Powered by the same Infor ION technology that

connects the rest of your business solutions, Motion

Road Warrior lets you get work done on the move, then

helps you pick up where you left off when you get back

to the office.

Smart devices need 

smart applications

The “smart” qualities that make mobile technologies so

popular can lead to new and innovative ways of

working—but only with the help of applications that are

specifically built to take full advantage of mobile

devices. With location awareness, voice recognition,

and constant connectivity, Infor Road Warrior opens up

the opportunity to act sharper and smarter—giving

competitive advantage to those who strike first.

If you don’t make the most of mobile technology, your

competitors will. Now is the time to bring the power of

mobile technology to your enterprise software to gain

competitive advantage.

Work in context

Road Warrior gives today’s mobile sales professional

access to critical customer data in a convenient mobile

form. It doesn’t just give you a window on your data; it

delivers sharper insight and responsiveness that rivals

its desktop counterparts, including:

•    In-context business intelligence—Road Warrior

automatically zeroes in on information that’s most

likely to be valuable in the context of the work

you’re doing at any given moment, accessing

graphs, charts, and critical information with the

swipe of your finger.

•    Location awareness—By taking advantage of the

built-in location features of your smart device, Road

Warrior maps the locations of nearby customers and

other resources.

•    A view of what matters—The Road Warrior

interface displays links to popular collaboration

services, 

such as Skype and Facetime, so that you can 

initiate discussions without having to launch a 

new application.

Infor Motion Road Warrior



Road Warrior, powered by Infor Motion, gives you fast,

reliable connections to all of your business applications.

Also, there’s no need to integrate and provision mobile

apps—device and application management functions are

built into the Infor ION technology framework.

Above all, Road Warrior reflects the reality of today’s

mobile workforce, with in-context business intelligence

that helps you focus on information that’s relevant to what

you’re doing and where you’re working. For example, it’s

not enough to be able to view an account record—a

travelling account rep needs to know about late orders,

outstanding invoices, customer service issues, and a

whole range of timely and relevant information that can

affect a sale. Road Warrior displays all the relevant

information in context to help you do business better.

Get back on the road

When you’re in motion, your work should stay in motion

with you. Infor Motion Road Warrior lets you get things

done at more times and places than you could before. By

designing native apps that harness the power of mobile

technology on your tablet or smartphone, you increase

your ability to work faster, smarter, and differently, giving

you competitive advantage and giving your customers

what they want, when they want it.

Road Warrior gives today’s mobile sales

professional access to critical customer

data in a convenient mobile form with

quick, robust capabilities that rival its

desktop counterparts.
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